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Collected Works as Data 

Goal: Explore the prospects 
and limits of turning archives 
(Gandhi’s writings) into a neat 

set of data for analysis.

Collected Works as Network Analysis

Goal: Visualize Gandhi’s shifting 
discourse communities to detect 

new patterns of his political 
thinking

Collected Works as Public Resource 

Goal: Build a public resource that 
expands the geographical and cultural 
lens of digital history beyond a western 

framework.



Source: The Collected 
Works of Gandhi 
Digitally Accessible and Available:

● 98 Volumes of his letters, speeches, 
and public writing 



Source: The Collected 
Works of Gandhi 

Limits of Source (1)

● Digital accessible writings are 
“out-network” or Gandhi’s writings 
to people / publications (with 
some exception)



Process: Python & Data Cleaning 

Step 1: Convert Collected Works into plain text (readable for Python)

Step 2: Upload into the Python environment 

Step 3: Run Named Entity Recognition (NER) 



Process: Python & Data Cleaning 



Process: Python & Data Cleaning 

The problem with NER…
Or, who is “Bill”? 



“Data”  Source

Instances of Writing:
● Publications 
● Speeches
● Diary Entries
● Letters 

Data
Attributes for Analysis
● Nationality / 

Ethnicity 
● Gender 
● Race / Caste 



Experiment

BACKGROUND RESEARCH



The Vegetarian / London 
Vegetarian Society

Albert Weir Baker, White / 
British Missionary 

The Natal Mercury 

So What?

Gandhi’s early writings suggest:
1) An interest in the social significance 

of food (*fasting as a political act)
2) Editorials functioned as his primary 

form of political action 
3) Extensive correspondence with 

British missionary community

It also suggests that the discourse 
community of Gandhi’s early political life 
(post-Law school) is *mostly British 
informed (judicial justice). 



Exploratory / Analysis 
1) Questions 

a) How many individuals from a lower caste background (if at all) did Gandhi 
correspondence with and when?

b) Was Gandhi’s network mostly European? Or did it shift? If it did, when did the shifts 
occur and what, if anything, do the shifts reveal about Gandhi’s politics? 

c) Did Gandhi correspond / engage with the Black South African community? If so, to what 
extent? 

d) To what extent did he correspond with those in South Africa after leaving the country? 
e) Was there a shift in Gandhi’s correspondence in 1907? And 1914? And 1920? And 1931?
f) Does Gandhi’s discourse community shift in 1907? Does Gandhi come to an intellectual 

synthesis in 1907? Both questions are after why: why does Gandhi’s political tactics 
change from an emphasis on Juridical justice?

g) What do Gandhi’s shifting discourse communities reveal about how we build and sustain 
social movements? 



Next Steps 
1) Short Term: Finalize / type up methods for analysis 

a) Text conversation
b) Named Entity Recognition (people and places)  
c) Data Cleaning & Source Categorization 
d) Network Visualizations by attributes 

2) Short Term: Project 1 
a) Report on the national contours of Gandhi’s discourse communities 

3) Long Term: 
a) New Projects
b) *Network as public resource 


